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TYPING ERROR CORRECTION SYSTEM 
This appliation is a division of application Ser. No; 

054,368, filed July l3th, .1970, now US. Pat. No. 
3,756,514, granted Sept. 4th, 1973. i 
This invention relates to a typing errorcorrection 

system, and more particularly .to a, system for spraying . 
typing error correction ?uid onto typing errors. - 
At the present time, a variety of typing error correc- . 

tion systems are in use. Perhaps the oldest system is the 
conventional eraser, which operates-to remove the er 
ror. Morerecently, systems for covering typing errors 
have been developed. I 

In accordance with one error correction system in 
which errors are covered, a white film is applied to one 
side of a length of plastic tape. The tape is positioned 
over a typing error and the key corresponding to the 
error is struck. As the type pallet strikes the tape, the 
error is covered by film from the tape. 
Another error correction system of the error cover 

ing type comprises a smallcontainer of typing error 
correction ?uid. Fluid from the container is applied to 
typing errors by means ofa small brush. Presently avail 
able systems of this type are less than wholly satisfac 
tory because the brush does not provide adequate con 
trol over either the amount of ?uid ‘applied or the area 
of application, and often leaves a brush streaked finish. 
Also, typing error correction ?uid tends to thicken and 
it is often necessary tov add a solvent to the ?uid in 
vorder to restore its original consistency, 

The present invention comprises a typing error cor 
rection system in which typing error correction ?uid is ' 
applied in spray form. The system includes an aerosol 
spray assembly that delivers a measured amount of typ 
ing error correction ?uid. The ?uid is applied to a typ 
ing error through an aperture that corresponds in size 
and shape to a typed character. Thus, both the quantity 
of ?uid applied and the area of application are opti 
mized, and the correction has a superior appearance. 
Also, because the typing error correction ?uid is stored 
inan aerosol assembly, the use of the invention elimi 
nates the problem of ?uid thickening. I 
A more complete understanding of the invention may 

be had by referring to the following detailed descrip 
tion when taken in conjunction‘ with the drawing, which 
comprises a partial sectional view of a typing error cor 
rection system employing the invention. ' 
Referring now to the drawing, a typing error correc 

tion system 10 employing the present invention is 
shown. The correction system 10 includes a spray dis 
charge assembly l2 and an aerosol spray assembly 14. 
The aerosol spray assembly 14 includes a can 16 of the 
type commonly employed in aerosol spray containers, 
and a valve assembly 18. ' _ 

The can 16 of the aerosol spray assembly 14 contains 
approximately equal quantities by weight of a typing 
error correction ?uid and an aerosol propellant. The 
typing error correction ?uid preferably comprises one 
of the commercially available varieties. For example, a 
suitable typing error correction ?uid is identified as 
Federal Specification O-C-0065O and is formed by mix~' 
ing l 1.7 pounds titanium dioxide pigment, 23.8 pounds 
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TICIZER 140,” 23.3 pounds isopropyl acetate and 
23.5 pounds toluol. Similarly, the aerosol propellant 
preferably comprises one of the commercially available 
aerosol propellants. For example, the propellant may 
comprise “FREON 12", a mixture of“FREON _l1” and 
“FREON 12”. or a mixture of 'FREON >12” and 
>“FREON 114,” all of which are‘ sold by E. l. duPont 
deNemours and Co., Inc. In accordance with conven 
tional aerosol propellant formulating practices, the 
propellant may further include nitrogen, butane and/or 

_ propane, if desired. The can 16 may also contain one 
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of the commericallyv available aerosol paints. For exam 
ple, the aerosol paint manufactured by the Illinois 
Bronze Powder & Paint Co., of Lake Zurich, Illinois 
and identified as No. 150 Soft White may be employed 
in the practice of the invention. 
The valve assembly 18 of the aerosol spray assembly 

14 is also conventional in design. Preferably, the valve 
assembly 18 comprises one of the commercially avail 
able metering valve assemblies, and therefore dis 
charges a prdetermined quantity of typing error correc 
tion ?uid and propellant upon each actuation of the 
aerosol spray assembly 14. For example, a metering 
valve assembly similar to the valve assembly, sold by the 
Valve Corporation of America and identified as Model 
B18F may be employed in the aerosol spray assembly 
14. When the above-identified aerosol paint is con 
tained in the can 16, the valve assembly 18 is so con 
structed that approximately 50 milligrams of aerosol 

- paint is discharged upon each actuation of‘the aerosol 
spray assembly 14. _ 
The spray discharge assembly 12 includes a cylindri 

cal housing 20 which receives, supports and retains the 
aerosol spray assembly 14. A discharge head 22 is 
mounted in the housing 20 adjacent the valve assembly 
18 of the aerosol spray assembly 14. A discharge pas 
sageway 24 is formed through the discharge head 22, 
and extends from a valve actuating tube 26 mounted on 
the lower end of the valve assembly 18 to a closure nip 
ple 28 formed at the lower end of the head 22. The pas 
sageway 24 may include an expansion chamber for 
modifying the spray pattern of the aerosol spray assem 
bly 14. The tube 26 comprises an actuating linkage for 
the valve assembly 18 of the aerosol spray assembly 14 
and, accordingly, whenever the assembly 14 is moved 
into the housing 20, the tube 26 actuates the aerosol 
spray assembly 14, whereupon a predetermined quan-. 
tity of typing error correction ?uid and propellant is 
discharged through the passageway 24. 
The closure nipple 28 of the discharge head 22 is nor- - 

mally sealed by the closure assembly 30. The assembly 
30 includes an integral spring and closure member 32, 

‘ including a coverrportion 34 that cooperates with the 
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acrylic resin of the type sold by the Rohm and Hass - 
Company and identified asi“ACRYLOlD B-82," 4.8 
pounds nitrocellulous of the type sold by the Hercules 

I Company and identified as “SSNITROCELLULOSE 
- Va Sec.,” 2 pounds plasticiser of the type sold by the 
Monsanto Chemical Company and identi?ed as “SAN 

nipple 28 to seal the passageway 24, and a spring por 
tion 36. The closure member 32 is supported in the 
housing 20 by a pin 38 that is fixed against rotation rel 
ative to the housing 20. An actuator pin 40 is slidably 
‘supported in the housing 20 and is retained by a collar 
42. The pin 40 is positioned in the path of the aerosol 
spray container 14 as the assembly 14 is moved into the 
housing 20. Thus, upon actuation of the aerosol spray 
assembly 14 to discharge spray therefrom, the pin 40 
engages the closure member 32 and moves the cover 
portion 34 out of engagement with the closure nipple 
28 against the action of the spring. portion 36. Because 
of the closure assembly 30, typing error correction 
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?uid does not dry within the discharge passageway 34, 
and the passageway does not become clogged. 
The housing 20 of the spray discharge assembly 12 

extends to a mask 44 having an aperture 46 formed 
through it. In accordance with the preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, the aperture 46 is retangular in 
shape and has dimensionns corresponding to the maxi 
mum dimensions'of a typed character. However, aper 
tures of other shapes and having greater or lesser di 
mensions can be employed in ‘the practice of the inven-_ 
tion, if desired. The mask 44 is preferably detachably 
mounted on the housing 20 to permit the use of aper 
tures 46 of various configurations. Also, the mask is 
preferably provided with pointed projections 48 on its 
lower surface to assure the production of a connection 
having a feathered edge. 
The aperture 46 is positioned to receive spray dis 

charged through the passageway 21 of the discharge 
head 22. A reticular foam liner 50 is mounted within 
the housing 20 to receive and retain any spurious sprayf 
Also, a viewing port 52 is formed through the housing 
20 and through the foam liner 28 to facilitate the posi' 
tioning of the aperture 46 in alignment with a typing 
error to be corrected. 

ln the use of the typing error correction system 10, 
the aperture 46 in the mask 44 is aligned with a typing 
error to be corrected by observing the error through 
the viewing port 52 and the aperture 46. When the ap 
erture 46 is properly aligned, the aerosol spray assem 
bly 14 is depressed relative to the spray discharge as 
sembly 12. As the aerosol spray assembly 14 moves 
into the housing .20, the pin 40 is engaged and moved 
downwardly. The pin 40 engages the closure member 
32 and thereby moves the cover portion 34 out of align— 

. ment with the nipple 28, against the action ofthe spring 
portion 36. 
Upon further movement of the aerosol spray assem 

bly 14 into the housing 20, the valve actuating tube 26 
of the discharge head 22 actuates the valve assembly 
18, whereupon a measured quantity oftyping error cor 
rection ?uid and propellant is discharged from the can 
through the passageway 24 and through the aperture 
46 onto the typing error to be corrected. The valve 18 
and the aperture 46 cooperate to deliver exactly the 
right quantity oftyping error correction fluid to exactly 
the right location. Also, because the typing error cor 
rection ?uid is applied as a spray, and because of the 
construction of the mask 44, the resulting correction is 
characterized by a smooth finish and feathered edges. 

Due to the construction of the valve 18, the same 
quantity of typing error correction ?uid is discharged 
regardless of how long the aerosol spray assembly 14 is 
held depressed. When the assembly 14 is released, the 
spring portion 36 of the closure member 32 returns the 
cover portion 34 into engagement with the closure nip 
ple 28. The cover portion 34 and the closure nipple 28 I 
cooperate to seal the interior of the passageway 24. 
This prevents typing error correction ?uid from drying 
within the passageway 24, and thereby prevents clog 
ging of the passageway 24 due to dry ?uid. 
From the foregoing, it will be understood that the 
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present invention comprises a typing error-correction - 
system including an aerosol spray assembly for dis 
charging a predetermined quantity of typing error cor 
rection ?uid and a spray discharge assembly for direct 
ing ?uid onto a typing error. The use of the system is 
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4 
advantageous over the prior art in that it assures the ap 
plication of the proper quantity of typing error correc- _ 
tion fluid, in that it controls the application of the ?uid 
to a desired area, and‘in that it results in corrections 
having a smooth surface and feathered edges. The use 
of the system is further advantageous'in that the storage 
of the typing error correction ?uid in the aerosol spray 
assembly and the sealing of the discharge passageway 
when the system is not in use eliminate problems 
caused by drying and thickening of the ?uid. 
’ The present invention has been described in conjunc 
tion with the correction of typing errors. It will be un 
derstood, however, that the invention is adapted to 
other uses. For example, errors in written materials 
produced other than by typing, such as by printing, xe 
rography, lettering, etc., can be corrected by means of 
the present invention. Also, changes not strictly classi 
fied as errors, such as numberings, editing, address 
changes, and the like can be accomplished expediently 
when the present invention is used. 
Although a single embodiment of the invention has 

been illustrated in the drawing and described herein, it 
will be understood that the invention is not limited to 
the embodiment disclosed, but is capable of rearrange 
ment, modification and substitution of parts and ele 
ments without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A method of applying a predetermined amount of 

material comprising a correction ?uid to a predeter 
mined area of a surface having a typing error contained 
therein and thereby correcting the error which com 
prises: 

positioning an aperture formed through a mask in 
alignment with the predetermined area of the sur 
face having the typing error contained therein; 

thereafter discharging a metered quantity of the ma 
terial comprising a correction ?uid from an aerosol 
container thereof across an open space separating 
the container and the mask toward the aperture in 
the mask so that the predetermined amount of the 
material passes through the aperture and onto the 
predetermined area and the remainder of the me 
tered quantity of the material is retained; and 

thereafter drying the material to form an opaque 
layer covering the error and characterized by a 
smooth surface ?nish. 

2. The method of applying a predetermined amount 
of material according to claim 1 further characterized 
by the step of collecting overspray in a body of foam 
material encircling the aperture in the mask. 

3. The method of applying a predetermined amount 
of material according to claim 1 further characterized 
by discharging the material from the aerosol container 
through a discharge passageway and by normally seal 
ing the end of the discharge passageway remote from 
the aerosol container except during the discharge of 
material therethrough. 

4. The method of applying a predetermined amount 
of material according to claim 1 wherein the mask fur 
ther comprises a housing which receives the aerosol 
container, and wherein the step of discharging a me 
tered quantity of the material is carried out in response 
to relative movement of the aerosol container with re 
spect to the housing. 

5. A method of correcting typing errors comprising: 
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positioning an aperture’ in a mask in alignment with ' error to be corrected, thereby covering the error; 
an error to be corrected; ' and ' ' ' 

thereafter discharging a metered quantity of a cor- thereafter drying thc material to form an Opaque 
re‘ction ?uid comprising an opaque liquid from an 1 . th d h’ t . d b _, 
aerosol container thereof toward the mask so that 5 ayer covermg 6 error an 0 Mac enzei y ‘l 

a predetermined amount of correction ?uid passes Smooth surface finish 
through the aperture in the mask and onto the ‘ ' * * * * * 
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